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Abstract

A broadband modem/channelizer test set developed by NASA Lewis Research Center is discussed. The test set is a fully programmable, bit-error-rate (BER) test set designed for broadband modem-only and multichannel demultiplexer/demodulator characterization. It is currently configured for testing a multichannel demultiplexer/demodulator and was developed for the Advanced Research and Projects Agency under a Technology Reinvestment Program Cooperative Agreement entitled "Millennium: 21st Century Broadband Digital Telecommunications Technology." The test set can easily be modified to provide testing of other modems and multichannel demultiplexer/demodulator systems and is available to industry for such testing.

Millennium Modem/Channelizer

The Millennium modem/channelizer special test equipment has been developed for the Advanced Research and Projects Agency under the Technology Reinvestment Program Cooperative Agreement F33615-94-2-1442, entitled "Millennium: 21st Century Broadband Digital Telecommunications Technology." Participants in the signal-processing consortium are Raytheon's E-Systems Goleta Division, TRW, Incorporated, Electronics Systems and Technology Division, Honeywell Technology Center, and NASA Lewis Research Center. This consortium is developing the following hardware under this agreement: high-speed analog-to-digital (A/D) converters, various complementary heterojunction-field-effect-transistor, gallium-arsenide, application-specific integrated circuits (C-HFET GaAs ASIC's), and numerous communication and electronic warfare receivers. This paper describes the special test equipment designed to characterize the E-Systems wideband modem and channelizer. Under the Millennium cooperative agreement, Raytheon is designing and fabricating a wideband channelizer and modem using TRW-supplied A/D converters, and Honeywell-and Raytheon-supplied ASIC's. NASA Lewis Research Center is supplying the modem/channelizer test equipment and performing the final system characterization of the channelizer and modem.

The E-Systems Multichannel Demultiplexer/Demodulator (MCDD) is capable of demultiplexing fifteen 80-MHz wideband channels stacked across a 1.28-GHz frequency band (Fig. 1). The system is capable of demodulating 8-PSK (phase shift keying) modulated signals used in the wideband, optical carrier 3 (OC3) channels (155.52 Mb/sec throughput) (Fig. 2).

Transmission Characteristics for Onboard Processing Channelizers

A basic systems assumption about a satellite MCDD is that all channels being received are at relatively equal power levels. The power level is controlled by a closed-loop feedback system that permits power augmentation under fade conditions, such as during a rainstorm. Margins are built into the link budgets to ensure acceptable service during a fade condition. For the system envisioned, a fade margin of up to 6 dB has been allocated for fading. Thus, during extreme conditions that are still within the operational design criteria, the power in adjacent channels may be up to 6 dB higher than in the desired channel (Fig. 3). The A/D converters must have sufficient dynamic range to handle this scenario, since the gain control is achieved by mathematically adjusting gain after the A/D

![Fig. 1—Frequency plan.](image-url)
conversion process via digital signal-processing techniques. The test equipment and the test plans must also be designed to accommodate this system scenario.

**Test Set Configuration**

The special test equipment generates 8-PSK modulated signals and stacks these communication channels in frequency to be passed through the E-Systems MCDD. The bit-error-rate (BER) of the signal received from the modem is then measured, thus characterizing both the demultiplexing and demodulation functions of the MCDD (Fig. 4).

The wideband signals are generated with three B-ISDN (Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network) modulators that can interface to the terrestrial network at the OC3 rate of 155.52 Mb/sec. The three modulators are implemented with Fs/4 sampling, which produces the modulated spectrum centered at one-quarter of the overall sampling frequency; NASA has recently implemented and validated this technique. NASA supplied two modulators to generate adjacent channel interference. These 8-PSK modulators use 20-percent raised cosine pulse shaping and a concatenated pragmatic rate 5/6 inner code and Reed-Solomon (255,239) outer code. With this they obtain a spectral efficiency of approximately 2.5 b/sec/Hz and a bandwidth efficiency of 1.944 b/sec/Hz. The Raytheon 8-PSK modem uses 33-percent raised cosine pulse shaping and a Reed-Solomon (124,108) code with an additional bit per Reed-Solomon code word for framing and synchronization. This modem obtains a spectral efficiency of approximately 2.25 b/sec/Hz and a bandwidth efficiency of 1.944 b/sec/Hz.

Each wideband channel is upconverted to enable the three channels to be stacked over 240 to 480 MHz (Fig. 5). This upconversion creates an image approximately 50 MHz away from the desired signal (Fig. 6). Image rejection filters are necessary to eliminate such images and any extraneous signals caused by the upconversion process. Attenuators 1, 2, and 3 (actually each is an 11-dB attenuator and a switch) are used to adjust the signal power in each of the three channels. The switch is used to obtain full attenuation, whereas the 11-dB attenuators are used to make minor signal level adjustments. Ideally, each attenuator subsystem would consist of one 121-dB programmable attenuator; however, commercial off-the-shelf hardware was not available in VXI (Versa Module Europa bus eXtensions for Instrumentation) form. Attenuators 1 and 3 are adjusted for adjacent channel interference tests, and attenuator 2 is used to obtain Eb/No (energy per information bit/normalized noise power) curves. Attenuators 1 and 3 are set for full attenuation during modem-only testing and are adjusted to create, in channels 1 and 3, interference signals 11-dB greater than the signal power in channel 2 for combined modem/channelizer testing. The energy per symbol signal power (Es) into the attenuator subsystems of channels 1, 2, and 3 are equal. Therefore, the signal power into the channel 2 attenuator subsystem has to be adjusted slightly to accommodate the variation in coding between the NASA-supplied modulators and the Raytheon modem under test.

Once the three modulated channels are stacked, they are again upconverted to reside in the 1.28- to 2.56-GHz range and summed with the noise (Fig. 7). Notice that a mirror image of the summed signals results. Any images that occur as a result of the upconversion process must be accounted for in calibration, but they do not affect testing and characterization. In fact, the images are simply perceived as additional channels. With the local oscillator, LO4, the channel under test can be moved into various 80-MHz bins.

Other attenuators are used as follows: Attenuator 4 adjusts the noise floor relative to the modulated signals; attenuator 5, which consists of concatenated 11-dB and 70-dB attenuators, provides 81-dB overall attenuation and adjusts the total power into the MCDD, the A/D converter loading.
Fig. 4—Block diagram of special test equipment.

Example: 60 Mega samples/sec, direct IF generation

Fig. 5—B-ISDN channel stacking.

Fig. 6—Image creation.
The noise calibration filter acts as an anti-aliasing filter, limiting the noise into the A/D converter and providing an accurate, calibrated noise bandwidth from which a normalized noise power can be determined.

**Hardware and Test Equipment**

In order to reduce costs, complete the test set in a timely fashion, and build a modem/channelizer test set that would be easily reconfigurable for applications other than the specific modem/channelizer testing required under the Millennium program, existing equipment already possessed by NASA, or purchased, commercially available off-the-shelf equipment was used as much as possible. The test system is completely automated to enable expedient, reliable, reproducible tests. In addition, signals are coupled off to the power meter and spectrum analyzer to permit continuous monitoring and to eliminate the need to remove connections during calibration or debugging. All equipment is computer controlled by a general purpose interface bus, a VXI bus, or RS-232 serial interfaces. All system clocks and local oscillators are provided via digitally synthesized signal generators. All attenuators and switches are provided via VXI cards. The NASA-supplied modulators and the Raytheon modulator reside in the VXI chassis. The Raytheon modulator is controlled via the VXI bus, and the NASA-supplied modems, via an RS-232 port located on the front of the card. Two custom RF (radiofrequency) cards were fabricated on VXI blank panels. The equipment rack, the RF card that performs the channel stacking, and the RF card that performs both the upconversion to 1.28 to 2.56 GHz and the noise summation are shown in Figs. 8 to 10, respectively.

![Figure 7 - Calibration](image_url)

![Figure 8 - Special test equipment](image_url)

![Figure 9 - Channel stacking RF card](image_url)
Software

All instrumentation-controlling software was written with National Instruments LabView®, a graphical programming software language. This language was chosen for the following reasons: ease of use; the vast number of existing instrument drivers, and the nearly self-documenting characteristics of the graphical programming language. In addition, the Virtual Instrument Software Architecture (VISA) instrumentation routines make error handling uniform and relatively easy to accomplish. The special test equipment will reside in a number of locations across the country and different users will constantly be integrating additional equipment into the system; thus error handling is of utmost importance for quickly locating unconnected cabling, changed instrument addresses, and inadvertently powered-down equipment.

The main program initializes all equipment to a fail-safe mode; then it remains in a software loop awaiting operator input. There are three main test routines, three documentation routines, and one status routine. Figure 11 shows the front panel of the main program.

Test Routines

The three test routines are `Configure Test`, `Calibrate`, or `Run Test`. The `Configure Test` routine allows one to set up new test parameters or recall an existing test configuration. The test configuration parameters are force calibration (force or auto calibrate), test mode (MCDD or modem-only), A/D set point, maximum Eb/No, and the test inputs. The test mode, maximum Eb/No and A/D set point are input parameters to the calibration routine and determine the noise floor.
The \textit{Calibrate} routine initiates system calibration. First, the power meter is zeroed and calibrated. Second, the Es/No (energy per symbol/normalized noise power) for each channel is adjusted to be equal for all channels. This is done by taking advantage of the mixer conversion loss. The mixer can be made to act as a programmable attenuator by adjusting the LO power into the mixer. Next, the noise power and maximum signal power are determined by using the test mode, A/D set point, and Eb/No as input parameters (see Fig. 12). If the thermal noise floor falls below the A/D noise floor, a warning indicator is activated on the front panel. Next, the 81-dB attenuator, attenuator 5, is adjusted for maximum signal power. After this, the noise attenuator, attenuator 4, is adjusted for proper noise levels, and the signal attenuators are stepped through to determine the Eb/No for each attenuator setting. The calibration interval input is used to force calibration after the time interval specified, whether or not the force calibration software switch is set. The calibration routine runs only when one of the following conditions are met: the force calibration switch is selected, the calibration interval time has been exceeded, or one of the three test input parameters (test mode, A/D set point, or maximum Eb/No) has been changed since the last calibration. This forces calibration to be up-to-date and allows a number of tests to be run without recalibrating, if recalibration is not necessary.

The \textit{Run Test} routine is all encompassing. First the \textit{Configure Test} routine is executed to see what options to use: current configuration, recall an existing configuration, or create a new test configuration. Next, the \textit{Calibrate} routine is executed and recalibration occurs if necessary. Finally, the BER test is run. The test input choices are the starting Eb/No, the Eb/No increment between points, the number of points to be plotted, the channel to be tested, the pseudorandom baseband pattern to be used, and the adjacent channel interference levels.

Documentation Routines

The three documentation routines are \textit{Save Test Results}, \textit{Recall Test Results}, and \textit{View Spectrum}.

The \textit{Save Test Results} routine saves the following information to a file specified by the operator: the date and time, a short test description, all test configuration input parameters, the Eb/No data points, the Eb/No attenuator settings, and the local oscillator settings.

The \textit{Recall Test Results} routine reads a file of saved test results and restores the following information to the main panel for plotting or display purposes: the date and time, the test description, all test configuration input parameters, and the Eb/No data points. The Eb/No attenuator settings and the local oscillator settings are not recalled because

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{INPUTS} & \textbf{OUTPUTS} \\
\hline
MCDD & 0.400000 P rms max [mW] & -3.979400 P rms max [dBm] \\
400 Vpp max [mV] & 0.251189 A to D Set Point & \\
12 A to D Set Point [dB] & 0.025238 P set pt max [mV] & -15.579400 P set pt max [dBm] \\
17.80 Eb/No Max Oper Pt [dB] & 0.00155280 Power Type 1 Ch [mW] & \\
6.00 Fade Margin [dB] & 0.00171772 Power Type 2 Ch [mW] & \\
11.8 Eb/No Min Oper Point [dB] & 0.02545600 Power Total Signal [mW] & \\
3 Bits per Symbol & 0.00019325 Power Total Noise [mW] & -37.005947 Power Total Noise [dBm] \\
\# Type 1 Chs & 1.680443E-13 No [mW/Hz] & -47.415947 PM Noise Meas [dBm] \\
\# Type 2 Chs & 2.59334E-11 Es1 [mW] & \\
1.157407 Type 1 Coding + Overhead & 2.59334E-11 Es2 [mW] & \\
1.28033472 Type 2 Coding + Overhead & 1.00052E-11 Eb1 [mW] & 17.800000 Eb1/No [dBm] \\
120000000 ENBW [Hz] & 1.10678E-11 Eb2 [mW] & \\
155200000 Rbi1 [Hz] & 156.183445 Es1/No & 21.936350 Es1/No [dBm] \\
155200000 Rbi2 [Hz] & 0.00997649 Power for WB Cal [mW] & -20.010221 Power for WB Cal [dBm] \\
38.38 Noise Floor Min [dB] & 1200000000 ENBW [Hz] & -30.420221 PM Meas Max Set [dBm] \\
10.41 Coupler/Spitter Loss [dB] & 1552000000 Rbi1 [Hz] & -33.810221 PM Cal Min Set [dBm] \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Calibration subroutine spreadsheet.}
\end{table}
these settings are determined during calibration and may no longer be valid.

The View Spectrum routine allows the operator to control the spectrum analyzer via the computer and to print the spectrum analyzer screen for documentation purposes.

The View Block Diagram routine allows the operator to easily obtain the status of various switches, attenuators, and local oscillators. When View Block Diagram is executed, a system block diagram similar to Fig. 4 is shown on the computer monitor along with a status for each subsystem.

Calibration and Testing

Calibration

Calibration is the most critical part of accurate testing and characterization. Calibration is necessary to determine the proper modulation-signal and noise-signal attenuator settings for each desired Eb/No measurement. Poor calibration leads to errors and misperceptions in the results that indicate either superior or inferior performance. For this reason, the system was developed to provide automated, accurate, reproducible calibration.

Figure 7 depicts the calibration concept and the theoretical equation for Eb/No. Note: The information bit rate (i.e., uncoded bit rate) and the transmission bit rate vary by the coding rate for coded systems. The BER curves are generated relative to the information bit rate (155.52 Mb/sec for OC3) rather than the transmitted bit rate. Because of the way signals are stacked and then upconverted, six OC3 channels are available for calibration purposes—three original and three images—even though there are only three OC3 modulators. Since the NASA modulators utilize a slightly different coding scheme than the Raytheon modulator, the Es/No levels are held equal in all channels in order to provide meaningful adjacent channel interference measurements. The hardware and calibration procedure are designed to compensate for this. Also, the LO feedthrough power from LO4 is measured and compensated for during calibration.

The maximum Ebi/No, A/D set point, transmission bit rate, code rates, effective noise bandwidth (ENBW), and test mode are only a few of the many parameters that must be considered to determine the maximum signal power and noise floor power for calibration. A subroutine, representing a spreadsheet, was developed to aid in calculating the noise power and calibration signal power for various A/D loading and fade margins for modem-only and MCDD characterization (Fig. 12).

Testing

The modem/channelizer test system provides the capability to perform modem-only characterization as well as combined modem/channelizer testing. The modem can be characterized in any of the 15 available channels, with and without adjacent channel interferers. In addition, the A/D set point may be varied for dynamic range testing.

One limitation of the test system is that two channels exist for modem-only testing, the desired channel and its image (unless the channel under test is at the lower portion of the frequency bins where the anti-aliasing filter removes the undesired image). For modem-only testing, the image channel should be sufficiently spectrally removed from the desired channel so as to have little effect, except to decrease the dynamic range by 3 dB, since the A/D set point must account for both the desired and image signals being present.

A second limitation is that in frequency offset testing the image rejection filters in each modulator channel may filter much of the adjacent channel interference caused by the frequency offset. The purpose of the offset test is to determine how closely the modulator carrier frequency must be controlled, by offsetting the interfering channel(s), so that they begin to move into the desired channel. Although somewhat limited, this test is relatively easy to perform with the available equipment and should provide additional information about the performance of the channelizer and demodulators.

Concluding Remarks

A broadband modem/channelizer test set has been developed by NASA Lewis Research Center. The test set is a fully programmable, BER test set for broadband modem-only and multichannel demultiplexer/demodulator characterization. The test set is currently configured for testing a multichannel demultiplexer/demodulator developed for the Advanced Research and Projects Agency under the Technology Reinvestment Program. The test set can easily be modified to provide testing of other modems and multichannel demultiplexer/demodulator systems and is available to industry for such testing.
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**Abstract**
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